
inhabited by Rousseau, and the lakes Murten, Neufchatel, Thun & Geneva, as also
the Alps are discernable. Towards Alsace the prospect i also extensive. I made a
dinner, a upon the Alps, on four large vessels of milk & one of cream, and in the
evening rcach'd Biel, where I again met with Br Wideman, who had stay'd over noon
at Monmirail. As we had in coming passed thro' the valley ofMunster, we resolved to
return by way of Soluthurn, (French·Soleure) the capital of the canton of the same
name. There we dined the next day, & ascended the steeple of the handsome new
church, where there is in clear weather a fine view of the Alps. By thi opportunity I
will just observe that in very clear air the Alps are discernable near Strasburg the
capital of Alsace, tho' upwards of 150 English miles distant.

At noon the following day we reach' d Basel, and during our stay there of a day and
a half were agreeably entertain'd by Br Zaeslin & his numerous family, Br Lindez,
Sulgar, Merian, Raillard's & other friends. On the 10th of August we continued our
journey, and it was with regret that [ left this country, which pleases me above all
others, & infinitely exceeded my warmest expectations. Excepting a previous
agreable visit to some friends in Strasburg, [ now had the uncomfortable prospect of
being for three weeks disgusted with the vanity & immorality of France. At the same
time, however the hope cheer'd me, at their expiration, of revisiting my native
England, dear to me on every account, but most so, as containing in different parts of
it, particularly Bedford & Fulneck, so many deservedly esteemed relations & friends.

Cirques and canons of the Pyrenees

J. G. R. Harding

When first I came to the Pyrenees it was summer. We traversed the plains of Navarre,
ascended the foothills of Aragon and camped in the gorge of Ordesa, Spain's
principal Pyrenean National Park. For this is the land of the Spanish canons-Ara,
Arrazas and Niscle. And these are canons in the true sense. Glaciers and rivers have
dissected the limestone block of the Central Pyrenees carving the vertiginous ravines
with their prodigious waterfalls that are now the wonder of the Canons Espagno!s.
From the head of the Arrazas valley we climbed Perdido, Mt. Perdu, The Lost One,
third peak of the Pyrenees and culmination of the Massif Calcaire. North of that
summit though invisible from it, lay the three great Cirques of the
Pyrenees-Gavarnie, Estaube and Troumousse- scarred N faces of the southern
canon. There I determined that one day I would lift the veil on these legendary
cirques. But the first attempt to do so in winter on ski was cut short by an avalanche
tragedy under the Petit Vignemale.

That was in 1979. In 1980, I planned to complete that same ski
traverse-Cauterets to Bareges via the Rio Ara and the Three Cirques. Two of last
year's survivo·rs, Jean·Pierre Leire the Montagnard Pau hotelier and myself, were
joined by Waiter Good of the Swiss Avalanche Research Institute, Davos and Alan
Wedgwood anchorman of many past adventures. To catch the good weather-most
elusive phenomenon of the Pyrenees-I resolved to start in late April fully 6 weeks
later than my firsl. Pyrenean ski tour 6 years before.
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The Equipe's rendezvous wa 09.30 at Pau railway station on 26 April. But Alan
and I, travelling from London, missed our connection at Dax while the normally
punctilious Waiter, travelling from Switzerland, went one better by waking at the
appointed hour in Hendaye on the Spani h border. Reunited atJean-Pierre's Hotel
Ronceveaux, Pau, some 4t hr later after much telephoning and ferrying, we could
only blame ourselves for squandering 20 % of the good weather that i normally par
for a Pyrenean fortnight. Yet even after Martine Leire's pale defois gras luncheon,
there was something left of the day and at 19.00 that same evening we left the Pont
d'Espagne for the Refuge Wallon.

In 1980, the now line was well above the path that gently climbs the Vallee de
Marcadau. The uncompromising granite architecture of this wild valley was oftened
by the kaleidoscopic effect of shifting cloud suffu ed with evening lights. A
meandering stream flowed languorously through broad meadows. To the an
ancient pine forest clothed the slopes of the Massif de Gaube. Beyond that high
ground lay the Val de Gaube. Idyllic in summer but treacherous in winter. This time
we had chosen deliberately to avoid it.

The Refuge Wallon, or Marcadau, is unique in the Pyrenees. It is open in winter;
guarded; offers the facilities of both hut and hotel and has its own cuvee. On the
pretext that both Alan and I were office worn, Jean-Pierre recommended the full
hotel treatment. The place was empty save for a p.arty of 14 Bearnaises who, having
had their supper, were now giving vent to a round of patois ballads. The atmosphere
was convivial but the din precluded intelligible conversation. The busine s of
attempting to converse in French-our lingua franca-in these conditions
compounded the effects of last night's couchette, the altitude and the 2 hour hut
march in plastic ski boots.

Although we had humped up enough food for a week, it seemed churlish to miss
out on the Guardienne's cuisine. For starters Waiter produced a slab of vianch ch seche

ch Grisons-Switzerland's answer to Biltong. With 2 bottles of Cuvee de Marcadau All

1865m on the table the scene was set for erious eating. Alor ! Madame sails in with
an enormous steaming platter and places this squarely between us. Horreurl [t i Tripe

Beamaise! ow, as everyone knows, tripe derives from the paunch and reticulum of a
ruminant's stomach. Though not universally popular they lap up tripe in the and
in Turkey. Here too it was evidently a delicacy. But neither Alan nor I could tomach
it that night. Nauseated by the grey, gelatinous mound with wobbly protruberances I
could think only of the Boeufen Daube languishing in our sacs. Later, it emerged that
Jean-Pierre had brought up a demi-kilo of tinned tripe but fed it to the Guardienne'
dog after gauging the British response.

ext morning memories of ga tronomic disappointments quickly faded. The un
was up, the sky clear, the air crisp and the snow hard frozen. Could this really be the
Pyrenee ? Before getting down to serious business we would warm up on the Pic de
Cambales (2965m). This gives an excellent day tour and its Crete makes a brave
attempt to emulate, in miniature, the Chardonnet 's Boss. Up the torrid now bowl of
the Glacier d' Aragon to the col of that name. Here betwixt France and Spain,
retching and heaving for breath, I dimly heard Walter's commiserations. His office
on the Weissflujoch was even higher than this 0 the altitude meant nothing. Indeed,
the day's outing was a dawdle for Waiter. After climbing the Pic, his idea of a
divertissement was to ski the narrow couloir just of the col that plummets to the
glacier. Alan and I declined his invitation to join the fun. Jean-Pierre accepted. At a
safe distance from the bottom, surrounded by last night's chameurs, we awaited the
outcome apprehensively. At the top of the couloir there was much coming and going.
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Pie dt Cambalts looking S (This and ntxt 3 photos: J. G. R. Harding)

[tlater transpired thatJean-Pierre had here uccumbed to cramp. Then, 2 dots atop
a slide, they made a start. lowly at fir t then 'pop -like corks from a bottle. Waiter
dig couloir. After lunch he took u down another one, head first at times but
overtaking in the proces all the other oftie who stuck to more orthodox routes. That
le son was followed by other Waiter specialitie -'Autophon' practice and rescue
sledg con truetion.

The following day, 28 April was the start of the traverse proper. [ had billed thi the
centre piece of th fir t tage. It involved desc nding into pain b the Rio Ara,
returning to France across the POrt de Pia d' Aube and then dropping down to the
Refuge de Lour-des. What worried me mOSI wa the snow level in Spain and the
prospecl of a long slog in plasti boot.

Leaving the Wallon at 07.15 wc reached the Col d:Aratille at 10.45. Early morning
cloud now lifted to give spectacular views of the Wand W faces of the Vignemale
plunging 900m to the valley bottom. This was the frontier between 2 worlds. tour
ba ks was France a land ofgranite, snow and ice still in the grip ofwinter. Before us was
Spain, a new landscape and altogether a different land. Already, there was a hint of
southern heat and bad weather in the swelling clouds that ma sed in the W. And alOur
feel lay the mysterious Rio Ara whose source is th Vignemale and whose mouth, as a
tributary of the Ebro, the Mediterranean. Our hearts beat faster and now away on
winged ski as iffor ome Promi ed Land. In minutes France had slipped away. Its
mountains seemed distant, unauainabl' as we coursed down and down, deeper into

pain for almost an hour on perC ct now. It wa a magical descent the like ofwhi h we
neveragainquit emulated.
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30 VigntmalltJrom Col d'Aralillt

It was foot log afler this. Ju t out of the range of an insalubriou pani h abri at
1827m (not marked on the PNP map), we lunched on a green sward in the sun off
Bearnai e ham and pate. This upper Rio Ara i' a desolation of limestone scre s,
avalanche debri and deep gorges thal have scoured lhe hill ideo Save for the
numerous Ibex, \ hose calls and the sound of waterfall broke lhe silence, the valley
was de erted.

Jean-Pierre reminisced of a pan ish inn amid t pine tree further down the valley:
a place ofgood cheer, song and wine. uch was the idylllhat preceded the leep climb
of over 600m mainly on foot, to lhe Port d' Aub . Approaching thal col it began 10

snow. Now the hadowed trench of the Rio ra and the little known peak of pain
faded from view. We were ba k in France and th weather was deteriorating.

From the POrt d' Aube there are 2 routes down IQ lhe Val d' Aube IQ lhe Refuge
Lourdes. One is on the N side the other on the S. By late afternoon the wet, heavy
now wa alread lending IQ avalanche under our ski. To avoid further risk we kept IQ

the gender bank. Butthi - rout -led away from the Refuge and as afternoon merged
intO evening lhought turned to Gavarnie. As Jean-Pierre argued, it was merely
anolher 6km further; offer'ed more comfortable accommodation and wa plus

classique. By 18.15 at the Cabane de Hount Vi os, the snow had given out. H re
began our hort walk to Gavarnie down the Gave d'O soue. Halfwa down the road
a shepherd, marshalling his flock, engaged u . He mar elled at our pa sage from the
Wallon. On menli n of the snow he grimaced: then bur tout 'Pourri, pourri pourri'
gesticulating expansi ely. Evidently it was all a huge joke.
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Jean-Pierre was still anxious t show us something of the country and hit upon a
plan 10 nliven th de cent. Th re was an alternative route to Gavarnie by a
mountain track. teep admittedly, but with fine situation. But b this ·tage, with
heels rare and soles charring nicel ,my mind was concentrated olely on the chances
ofgetting 10 the bottom of this accur ed valley: preferably in the shepherd' ear or any
other m an that avoided further walking.jean-Pierre' ugge tion got the bird but
the lift never came up. Those 6km lOok 2t excruciating hours. Gavarnie, between
sea 'on , was like a ghost town. Everything barred and huttered. The question that
nowexerci ed Alan and me was whether any hotel wa left op n. Jean-Pierre kept u
guessing 10 the nd though, as it turn d out, and as with his management of the
commi sariat generally. everything wa joule en ordTe and the HOlel de Taillon the
answer 10 every traveller's prayer.

That 13! hr day, 5! hours of it on foot, had put us well ahead of ch dule but
lacerated m feet. Happily, with thick cloud masking the irque de Gavarnie, next
day had 10 be my rest day. That evening we were joined by Jean-Pierre's wife
Martin and daughter Veronique-both ITes spoTlives. They had brought with them
massive suppl ments 10 augment what had now become' a ourriture Mountain
carted all the way from Gauterets. s a diver ion, we would all go up to the arradets
Hut and spend the night there \ ith eronique's boyfriend erge, aspirant from the
French national ski team. Serge would then take the girls back 10 avarnie while we
pushed on to the Gaulis Hut in Spain.

On 30 April, long before the daily inAux of Lourdes lOurists had arrived to make
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their mountain pilgrimage on mule-back to the Cirque de Gavarnie,jean-Pierre had
ferried us by car to a road head high up the Vallee des Especieries. nother
marvellous morning and at the Col de Tantes. we topped to wonder at the Cirque
de Ga arnie, it man tiered wall heathed in fresh now. The lowe t tiers of the

irque enclose with a colossal amphitheatre of rock the uppermo t reaches of the Val
de Gavarnie-the quint sential 'Gave' or torrent. In ummer, great waterfalls
plunge down the e rocks, the Grande Ca cade free falling over 420m. Now all was
frozen and ilent. The upper tiers of the Cirque bounded our sky line stretching from
the Taillon (3144m) to the Gran Artazou (3071m) as an almosl unbroken wall lOkm
long and J ,600m high. The scale and grandeur of this huge bowl has no rival in
limestone in either the Pyrenees or the Alps.

There is only one way through the Cirque-the Brcche de Roland. The Sarradet
Hut (2589m) is sited barely 200m below it. The first modern Pyrenean hutlo be built
after the last War, we had it to our elve thal night. Waking next morning, May Day,
the Breche 40m wide with sheer lOOm walls tinged pink in the morning sun, appeared
a a fanta tic gateway to pain framing an indigo sky. It wa' Roland mortally
wounded at the aracen hand who fashioned the Bre he with a blow from his sword
'Durendal'.Onl then did he recall Charlemagne with a blast from his horn. There
is, of cour e, anOlher tradition that Roland peri hed at Ronce eaux 70 miles to the
W. Believe what you will, Gavarnie has no peer as a setting for legends. ee it for
yourself and you will nOt doubt it.

We cra sed the thre hold of the Breche like pygmies at the giant's door. Here the
girls took a breather while the 5 of us climbed the Taillon (3144m). Dominating the E

32 Marborf and (ht m/ut dt Covom't
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sky line were the Three Sisters: Marbore, Cylindre and Perdu-the last of these our
goal for the following day. Descending to the Breche from the Taillon summit took
merely 15 minutes of delightful ski-ing. But now the clouds were closing in and the
snow falling. An extenuated lunch compounding a late start scotched Jean Pierre's
plan to reach the Gaulis Hut by ski-ing the rim of the Cirque en route.

The Gaulis, or Goriz Hut (2290m) lies at the top of the Arrazas Valley in Spain. Its
precise location was a matter for conjecture for it layoff the French PNP map. In
good weather the route from the Breche de Roland is obvious. But in bad, the Gaulis
might be difficult to find. Our immediate concern was whether or not it was open. I
recalled that in 1974 it had been closed even in June. Olivier, author of the French
Guide, had evidently suffered the same sort of experience. In the event, we should
have worried less about opening dates and more about booking in early. For this was
May Day and the Hut's first 'Winter Season'. And to get in on the action Spanish
climbers were streaming up the valley in droves. At the Hut business was booming
but order and efficiency briskly maintained by an attractive blonde guardienne.
Guardiennes are a Pyrenean speciality but now for another miracle. This one hailed
from Dublin.

Defending one corner of a table in the dining room, J ean-Pierre spotted a familiar
face or rather, the uncompromising mien of Bernard Dorche. Bernard was an old
friend. His former wife Anne-Marie had been Guardienne of the Oulettes Hut in
1978 when Alan, his brother Nick and I, Jean-Pierre, two Parisian doctors, Anne
Marie and her two retainers and dog had escaped down the avalanche trap of the Val
de Gaube. That same evening both she and Bernard had joined our celebration
dinner at Monein. Sadly they were now divorced. As we recalled happier days it
emerged that Bernard and his friendJean-Luc also had designs on Mont Perdu. We
agreed to join forces.

In days of yore the N face of Mont Perdu was reckoned the finest ice climb in the
Pyrenees. But since the mid- J950s a key section of the route, a serac cascade down the
rock barrier, has vanished in the general glacial retreat. Our intended route, the Voie
Normale, was nothing of consequence and can quite comfortably be done from the
Sarradets Hut. But this was only one item on the proposed itinerary. The other part
of the package was crossing the Col du Cylindre, descending Perdu's NE face and
climbing to the Breche du Tuqueroye for a night in the Refuge of that name. The ski
route up and over the Col du Cylindre was marked on the PNP map by two km of
dotted lines. The significance of such lines varies. The map legend indicated 'Passage
difficile ou dangereux' but much depends on snow conditions. From a postcard view
of Perdu's famous N face taken from the Breche du Tuqueroye picked up by Alan at
Gavarnie, the crux would clearly be finding a way through the continuous rock
barrier that runs the length of the mountain immediately below its glacier.

This apart, there was the question of whether or not the Refuge Tuqueroye was
open and habitable. Olivier's Guide was discouraging. It described the Refuge as
'unappetising' and recommended that a planned bivouac wou"ld be less
uncomfortable. But Jean-Pierre seemed to think that the Tuqueroye had recently
been refurbished. To settle one point, Alan sought the expert local opinion of
Bernard. But this was not a simple matter. Although the imperturbable Bernard
epitomises much that is admirable in Homo Montanus, he is a purist in matters of
pronunciation. In the Singspiel that ensued, Alan assumed the role of an English
Belmonte and Bernard a Gascon Osmin:-

Alan: 'Est-il ouvert "Le Tuqroi"?'
Bernard: (blankly as if deaf) 'Eh?'.
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Alan: 'Est-il ouvert "Le Tuqeroi"?'
Bernard: (Sullenly feigning incomprehension)'Le Quoi?'
Alan: 'Le Tuqeroye'
Bernard: (as if perplexed) "'Tuquoye"? .. Ah! ... Le "T-u-q-u-e-r-o-u-y-e-" l'

Alan: 'Qui, le T-u-q-u-e-r-o-u-y-e'
Bernard (triumphantly) 'Qui!'.
Exit Bernard to dortoire grinning savagely.

The dortoire was about as hot as I imagined a Spanish sardine canning factory.
Qnce in position on the bunk it was virtually impossible to turn over. For much of the
night I was pinioned between Alan and another bedfellow to port whose nocturnal
exhalations were like a garlic-laden Sirocco. At 05.00 hrs next morning I discovered
this to be Bernard. Qur party of6 was almost first away at 6.15 hrs. The snow was
crisp but cloud in the SW had an unhealthy hue. At 08.55 hrs we reached the Etang
Glace, a tiny frozen lake at the foot of the W couloir of Perdu. By now the wind had
got up and the top of the mountain was lost in cloud. Bernard, baleful with a nose
bleed, was not quite himself. Abandoning ski for step kicking we soon reached the
summit col at the top of the couloir. But here a blizzard was whipping over the
mountain top and the consensus of opinion favoured retreat.

Descent proved more entertaining than ascent. Along the length of the couloir
emerging like ghosts from the gloom came the Hut's full complement of Spanish
climbers strung out along the ladder ofour steps. Who made the summit and who not
we would never know.

Back at the frozen lake we took leave of Bernard and Jean-Luc after another
protracted lunch. Bernard seemed in better mood. He had a vision of the future. We
would again foregather next week before our departure and celebrate La Vie
Montagne. A sheep-French variety-would be slaughtered ... But this was not to
be nor, as we later discovered, was this Bernard's day. He andJean-Luc took another
11 hours to get back to Gavarnie returning just before midnight.

I can now pronounce that the best way to reach the Col du Cylindre from the lake is
with ski on sac rather than on shoulder. We adopted the latter method. But although
the ascent is steep the way down the other side is steeper. Happily, climbers coming
up from the Tuqueroye were making tracks and through occasional gaps in the cloud
the way ahead seemed clear. And far across the great white cirque that now lay at our
feet was an unmistakable chink in an otherwise unbreachable mountain
wall-obviously the Breche Tuqueroye, S gateway to the Cirque d'Estaube. We got
to the bottom in WaIter's wake but in bad conditions this crossing would be
hazardous. You must hit off exactly the na"rrow passage through the rock barrier
which although short is very steep. Having breached the defences of Mont Perdu we
now crossed the bottom of the cirque bounded by a semi-circle ofgreat peaks. Behind
us Las Tres Sorores were now lost in cloud as were the Grand and Petit Astazou to the
left. Ahead lay the Pics du Tuqueroye and Pinede with the Breche between them.

Just short of the Lac Glace which lies at the foot of the Breche, a party was
encamped in the snow. Yes indeed, the Tuqueroye was open but already full to
capacity: this was the overflow. Reviewing our options we decided to press on up and
over the Breche to descend into the Cirque d'Estaube. There was still time to do this:
the prospect of all four of us fitting into Alan's bivouac tent in deteriorating weather
was unattractive.

The Refuge Tuqueroye consists of2 small bivouac huts perched precariously in the
Breche which itself best rides France and Spain. Savoury smells of cooking wafting
forth were swiftly dissipated in the cold wind. The cook emerged for a sly peek at the
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new arrivals with the smug look ofa man whose problems were behind him. Glancing
over the lip of the Breche into the Cirque d' Estaube [could ee that ours lay directly
below. The 235m couloir appeared to drop plumb into the depths of the Cirque. The
Guide Book had mentioned something about this being in 'La categorie de itineraires
d' Alpinisme hivernale'. But 45 degrees never looked like this nor had it ever occurred
to me that we should contemplate ski-ing this couloir. But I had forgotten Waiter's
proclivities and for the second time that day he talked us into accepting the
proposition that ski was probably safer than foot. Before the matter could be put to
the vote he was on his way downwards-stylist, fluid, Saudanesque. [fsuch ski-ing is
an attitude of mind my achievement was to get to the bottom unscathed. Beyond the
couloir, the remaining 700m of descent to the bottom of that wild Cirque would have
given a magnificent ski run early in the day. But now the snow had become like
porridge. And like the closing stages of our epic WallonlGavarnie traverse, the home
straight to the Cabane d' Estaube was on foot. But this time I had comfort in my suede
shoes.

The Cabane d'Estaube does not rate a mention in Olivier's Guide and unlike the
Tuqueroye showed little evidence of recent habitation. Built by the French Army in
1947 its interior is more like a bunker than a Hut with even the shelves made of
concrete. Furniture, such as it was, consisted of8 interlocking steel framed beds most
of whose supporting wires were missing. There were no mattresses. Funking the
prospect of another bad night, Alan and I settled for his bivouac tent outside. This
had seemed the softer option until Waiter set to work torsioning the sagging wires
with a web of slings. Waiter had scored again but it was Alan who discovered the
remains of a plastic wine bottle and packet of sugar lumps amongst the rubbish in a
corner of the Hut. As the sun's after glow lingered wanly on the snows of the Cirque's
headwall, we sat huddled at the Hut's threshold eking out some comfort from Alan's
'vin chaud' and Jean-Pierre's broth. ~eflecting something of the character of the
couloir so recently descended, a round of Liar Dice seemed an appropriate way to
finish the day.

By next morning, 3 May, a fresh wind was blowing in from the SW. The sun shone
intermittently. Atop the mountain wall above us clouds closed, cleared, then closed
again. Jean-Pierre predicted rain. We were on the move by 10.45 wandering down
the Val d'Estaube through meadows enlivened by emergent wild flowers. Beside a
young torrent-now plunging over a series ofsmall falls: now forming limpid poolS-in
the white limestone-Alan, Waiter and Jean-Pierre took an icy dip. Waiter rounded
off his constitutional with additional callisthenics as befitted an off-day. Even before
reaching the Gloriettes Dam the Cirque had vanished behind the narrow gates of the
lower valley. As a spectacle, the Estaube is less celebrated than either Gavarnie or

. Troumousse: its stark limestone scenery and sparse vegetation less graceful than the
forests and lakes of lusher granite valleys. Yet its remoteness and inaccessibility lend
it a special flavour. And the passage of its southern gate across the Breche Tuqueroye
on ski will never lightly be undertaken.
. Having telescoped 4 respectable stages into two, our W lE traverse was now
complete. There remained the Cirque de Troumousse and thereafter a breakout due
N through the granite country of the Neouville Nature Reserve. The main problem
of this last section was to string together stages linked by huts. At the threshold of the
Cirque de Troumousse was our final staging post-the hamlet of Heas. Here we
hoped to find refreshment not anticipating that Heas now possesses two inns of
quality. The first of the e, 'La Chaumiere', came up at exactly 1.00pm. Three hours
later after pate, omelette, ham, crepes, two bottles of Corbieres Rouge and one of
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Juran~on, we fairly sped up the steep path into the upper reaches of the Cirque
oblivious of the rain that was now falling steadily. The Cirque de Troumousse, a vast
amphitheatre over 10 km in circumference, rivals the Cirque de Gavarnie in size. Its
headwall 700/900m high and crowned by the formidable Pic de la Munia has no line
of weakness and gives passage neither to the W nor S into Spain. The rim of the
Cirque is ISOOm above Heas but its base, a desolate treeless plateau arid in summer
and snow bound in winter, is itself 2000m high. Access by the open Wend is via
Heas. In summer a hairpinned road takes tourists to a car park at the very heart of the
Cirque thus demeaning what was formerly one of the great wildernesses of the
Pyrenees.

Reflecting the new order, the P P maps marked at least 4 'cabanes' in and around
the Cirque. Olivier's guide mentioned none of them and of their state and condition
Jean-Pierre knew nothing. The path up the Gave de Touyeres led to the lip of the
plateau. Shortly after, there emerged from the mist the object ofour endeavours-the
Cabane des Aires. This 'abri' is small, squat and built ofpre-cast concrete. Inscribed
above the doorway was a patois rune 'U toy nou cragn que dieu: ets Pericles-era
lid'-'Fear God-Danger Here Abides Whatever'. The flame fanned by the bon vin
of 'La Chaumihe' had long been extinguished by wind and rain. At the iron
doorway of the Hut we now stood expectantly, cold and wet with the snow 3ft deep
around us.

Inside the Hut there was nothing of comfort but something of utility. For on the
damp concrete floor were scattered 11 variegated bits of fencing post, a few boulders
and a pile of rubbish. From this was wrought a bench. After supper thoughts turned
to the sleeping arrangements. Inevitably, WaIter was prepared for such a situation.
His rescue stretcher was swiftly constructed with ski bolted together by lightweight
cross pieces across which fitted a canvas backing. Upon this litter and oblivious to
upthrust ski bindings supporting his kidneys, he settled down for the night. But when
it comes to technical ingenuity the Wedgwoods know a thing or two and this time
Alan went one better. As an ex-submariner he now rigged up a hammock of 4 ski
lashed together with tape and suspended this contraption from two horizontal iron
bars which supported the roof. Going to bed gave Alan the only technical climb of the
tour. This left him 6ft off the ground, 6in from the roof with feet and head touching
either side of the Hut.

Jean-Pierre and I laid a wooden crazy paving from the fence posts between
ourselves and the floor-now awash with melt water. He then produced from his sac
the Complete Pyrenean Travellers bivouac kit including foam mattress and extra
longjohns. With only two jerseys and a pied d'elephant my preoccupation during
that long night in between shivering fits, was the prospect of Alan's 1St stone,
suspended immediately above me, breaking loose from its moorings. Another
memory was the reverberating snores of strong men vying with the roar of the wind
outside. But all things pass.

Morning gave us a fleeting glimpse of the Cirque between shifting clouds. A fresh
layer of snow which had fallen overnight put paid to the projected ascent of the Pic de
la Munia. After breakfast sights were further lowered and the alternative circular
tour of the Cirque abandoned. Dark cloud, massed in the valley below, was now
invading the plateau itself. We quit the Cabane in heavy wet snow and poor visibility
and took 2 hours to traverse to the Refuge d' Aquila already selected as the last port of
call before the long trek N across the Horquette de Cap de Long and thence to the Lac
d'Oredon.

The cabane Aquila had·only 2 advantages over the Aires-a dilapidated iron mesh
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bedframe and running water outside the door. But now Jean-Pierre announced that
this was the wrong Refuge. There was another, altogether more comfortable and a
better staging post, but some 300m higher up an adjacent valley. The map translated
this as a dot with the N route a dotted line inching across the precipitous Crete des
Aguillous. Had I been here before? Outside, the wind was blowing hard up the valley
and the snow had become a heavy sleet. IfJean-Pierre had visions of Austerlitz: I had
premonitions of my Waterloo. Worse still, an indeterminate time hanging around
this cheerless cabane or something even less salubrious waiting for the avalanches to
clear.

A moment of decision had arrived. We had already made our traverse and
penetrated the Three Cirques. The rest was embellishment. But before calling it a
day, down to Heas for a weather forecast. That descent took 30 minutes. At the edge
of the village is an ancient inn built for Montagnards: soup, fromage de pays,
omelettes, bread, wine and coffee-the whole cost 63 francs and Waiter alone sunk a
pound of cheese. The Meteo confirmed prolonged bad weather. Outside the inn in
heavy rain we waved goodbye to our hosts-mountain people with the gnarled faces
of another age. Taking the bends in slalom style, our taxi driver enquired 'Vous avez
eu bon temps ou mauvais temps?'. I forget my reply but what came to mind was elan,
esprit and camaraderie.

By Gedre the fields had turned to an emerald hue highlighted by yellow jonquils
and in the deep gorge ofGavarnie the trees become a full-leafed green. So we came to
the plains where still it rained and passed that night at the Hotel Roncevaux. Next
evening, after a vinous education in Juran<;on and more Leire hospitality, we stole
away by train to our various destinations never again catching sight of those
mountains. But they remain vivid in our imaginations until the next tryst and their
memory enhanced by our equipe cordiale.

The profit of impurism 
the Shawangunk scene

Mark Robinson

'In the scramble for new routes there are times when those to whom success means
more than style will resort to top-roping, pre-placing protection .or even the
unforgiveable chipping of holds-' '- Royal Robbins

Preface

The Shawangunks is the major crag climbing centre of the E coast of the USA. The
area consists of several bluff-like white cliffs located along an elevated ridge at the W
rim of the Hudson River valley. They are 110km N of New York City near the town
of New Paltz, overlooking gently rolling farm and woodland. Although only 60 to 90
metres high, the cliffs offer some of the finest crag climbing in the world. This is due in
part to the exceptional qualities of the rock, quartzite conglomerate, which is
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